
Installation Instructions
L-Frame and Z-Frame

Faux Wood Shutters

Before Installing

Tools Fasteners

Carefully unwrap your frames. Your frames will be labeled Left Top and Right Top, Top and Bottom. 
Additional fasteners may be needed on your specific mounting surface.

Pencil Screw
Driver Level Measuring 

tape Drill 2 1/2” - 3” Wood Screw 
(not provided)

Thank You
Thank you for choosing Parke Faux Wood 

Shutters. 
 

With proper installation and care, your 
new shutters will provide many years of 

beauty and performance.

Step 1 Prep Frame

Lay out your frame to begin building it

Line up rout on frame piece with 
Hoffman key and press firmly until 
seated to build frame

Pre-drill holes 2” down from the top of the Side pieces

Pre-drill holes 2” in from each side on the Bottom Piece

2”

2 ”

2”

2 ”

Inside Mount Outside Mount
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Step 2

Step 3

Install Frame

Install Shutter Panel(s)

Secure frame to window opening using the top two screws only

Additional screws may be needed along the sides depending on the size of 
your window size

Inside Mount Outside Mount

Line up your hinges on your panel with 
the hinges on the frame

With panel in place, insert the hinge 
pins provided

Close panel and inspect gaps on top 
and bottom

If installing the Shutter in an inside mount location, shims (not 
provided) may be required to accomodate an uneven surface
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Step 4

Step 5

Check for Squareness 

Secure Bottom of Frame

If either gap on top or bottom of the 
Shutter Panel is uneven, your frame 
may need adjusted

With all of the gaps even, secure 
the bottom of the frame with screws 
through the pre-drilled holes 

Shift bottom of Frame left and right 
until the gap is even on top and bottom 
Mark position and hold in place
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